SHAFT PROTECTION SLEEVES

REPAIR SHAFT SLIDING SURFACES QUICKLY AND SIMPLY

Shaft protection sleeves offer a cost-effective alternative to replacement or time-consuming remachining of the broken-in or worn shafts.

The shaft protection sleeve is slid easily over the worn sliding surface of the shaft. This is often possible whilst the shaft is still installed. After repair, you can use radial oil seals with the original dimensions.

Mounting the shaft protection sleeve is simple and requires little time thanks to the assembly sleeve provided and removable mounting flange.

BEFORE MOUNTING

• Clean and inspect the sliding surface of the radial oil seal on the shaft.
• Fill the wear marks, kerfs, grooves or large rough areas with a suitable filling compound.
• Determine the sleeve size.

To choose the correct shaft protection sleeve, measure the shaft diameter at three different points close to the worn section.

Shaft protection sleeves are available in diameters between 12 mm and 200 mm.

MOUNTING THE SHAFT PROTECTION SLEEVE

ATTENTION

Shaft protection sleeves may not be placed above grooves, recesses or thread ends in the shaft.

• Lightly grease the surface of the shaft before installation.
• Slide the assembly sleeve onto the shaft with the flange side.
• Slide the shaft protection sleeve onto the assembly sleeve and over the worn position on the shaft.
• Cut into the mounting flange on the shaft protection sleeve as far as the predetermined breaking point using a side cutter and separate the flange at the rough-turned groove.
• Inspect the shaft surface for burrs once more after mounting.

ATTENTION

Mount the shaft protection sleeve carefully and evenly onto the shaft. Damage which occurs during mounting negatively affects the sliding and sealing properties of the radial oil seal.

REMOVING THE SHAFT PROTECTION SLEEVES

The shaft protection sleeves can be removed from the shaft in several ways:

• By warming, the thermally expanded shaft protection sleeve can be easily taken off the shaft without damaging the shaft itself.
• Using controlled hammer blows with the peen along the width of the sleeve, the shaft protection sleeve expands and can be removed easily.
• Tearing off the shaft protection sleeve using a side cutter.
• Slitting open the shaft protection sleeve using a chisel.

ATTENTION

Shaft protection sleeves cannot be re-used.

You can receive more professional knowledge, direct from the experts, from your local Motorservice partner and on: www.ms-motorservice.com/tech
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